OUR PROMISE:
TO CREATE THE MOST SUCCESSFUL BEAUTY

Pivot Point International has designed beauty education, tools and premium mannequins for more than 50 years. Since the start, we have sought out to ensure beauty professionals have everything they need to achieve success. As you navigate through our product lines, you will find items that are both essential and innovative. When we can’t source the best solution for our customers, we create them because we know that, just like education, your tools set you up for success.

Each product we carry is also thoroughly tested by real students and salon professionals—if it can happen in the salon, chances are it’s happened with us. We don’t carry thousands of tools like other companies because we believe your tools are not simple items to be taken for granted. We choose them with discernment and care because we don’t want to be just another place you buy things from. We are business partners who know tools are part of a beauty professional’s story—how you run your business, how you get work done, how you help people, how you practice your art.
HAIR
THE PIVOT POINT DIFFERENCE

Hair is personal and so is hair education. In order to make the most realistic, intimate hair design experience for salon professionals, manufacturers and students alike, Pivot Point has worked for decades to perfect mannequins and hair that can only be described as premium.

SO, WHY IS PIVOT POINT HAIR YOUR BEST CHOICE?

As a family company the core of Pivot Point’s business is people. We are committed to our employees’ well-being. We want to know that manufacturers with whom we partner hold the same values and ethical standards for their employees.

Pivot Point proactively requested SA8000® certification from our contracted hair-manufacturing factory to ensure the quality of goods match the well-being of the artisans who create them. The SA8000 certification affords our partners the confidence that our educational hair goods are produced in sanctioned conditions.

SA8000 certification solidifies a commitment to human rights by guarding against the use of child and forced labor, discrimination and unfair disciplinary practices, working hours and compensation.
REAL HUMAN HAIR, HAND-IMPLANTED...
A REAL HAIR DESIGN EXPERIENCE

Every unit of the Pivot Point hair collection is handmade. Many hours are required to create a mannequin or other component. The artisans use their exceptional skills to hand-implant the hair with natural parts, growth patterns and densities.

Often, people who use our hair for educational training tell us that it’s better than working with a live model because of the consistency of hair quality throughout.

All hair is disinfected, starting at hair selection and continuing through packaging, to ensure it is microbe-free. Then, the hair undergoes several chemical treatments to achieve different levels of color and/or texture, depending on the intended use. During the chemical processes, measures are taken to retain moisture and elasticity in order to preserve the hair’s human, lifelike quality.
Structure refers to the length arrangement across the curves of the head. All hair components and mannequins are identified by their length arrangements. The various length arrangements create the shape of the sculpted form. Pivot Point’s four basic forms are known as solid, graduated, increase-layered and uniformly layered forms. These forms will help you determine which length arrangement best suits your educational or salon needs.

**SOLID FORM**
Shorter exterior lengths progress to longer interior lengths. Ideal for creating “bob” and one-length hair sculptures, perming and coloring techniques. Use for graduated forms and long hair techniques.

**INCREASE-LAYERED FORM**
Shorter interior lengths progress to longer exterior lengths. Ideal for longer layered sculptures, long hair designs, perming and coloring techniques.

**UNIFORMLY LAYERED FORM**
Equal lengths consistent throughout. Ideal for medium-to-short hair sculptures, thermal and wet designing, perming and coloring techniques.

**GRADUATED FORM**
Shorter exterior lengths progress to longer interior lengths. Designed for men’s sculpture, perming and coloring techniques.
HAIR ALL-PURPOSE MANNEQUINS

solid

“I’ve spent more time with Erika than I have with my own wife...”
– Jesse Linares, Redken Professional Stylist

ERIKA  
MMSCDMLL  
12”-6” (30-15 cm)  
Human Dark Hair  
Small Head

DIANE  
MMSCDMLL  
12”-6” (30-15 cm)  
Human Medium Light Hair  
Small Head

VIOLA  
MMSCDMLL  
14”-6” (36-15 cm)  
Human Dark Hair  
Medium Head

increase

BRIDGETTE MARIE  
MMMSCMLM  
14”-6” (36-15 cm)  
Human Medium Light Hair  
Medium Head

ROXANNE  
MMMSCMLM  
14”-6” (36-15 cm)  
Human Dark Hair  
Medium Head

JOSEPHINE  
MMMSCMLM  
16”-12” (41-30 cm)  
Human Medium Dark Hair  
Medium Head

COLOR QUADRANT  
MMSUZZLL-4P  
8” (20 cm)  
Human Hair: Dark, Medium, Medium Light, Gray  
Small Head

BRITNEY  
MMSUMLL  
8”-12” (20-30 cm)  
Mixed Human Medium Hair  
Medium Head

uniform

ERIKA  
MMSCDMLL  
12”-6” (30-15 cm)  
Human Dark Hair  
Small Head

DIANE  
MMSCDMLL  
12”-6” (30-15 cm)  
Human Medium Light Hair  
Small Head

VIOLA  
MMSCDMLL  
14”-6” (36-15 cm)  
Human Dark Hair  
Medium Head

INCREASE

BRIDGETTE MARIE  
MMMSCMLM  
14”-6” (36-15 cm)  
Human Medium Light Hair  
Medium Head

ROXANNE  
MMMSCMLM  
14”-6” (36-15 cm)  
Human Dark Hair  
Medium Head

JOSEPHINE  
MMMSCMLM  
16”-12” (41-30 cm)  
Human Medium Dark Hair  
Medium Head

COLOR QUADRANT  
MMSUZZLL-4P  
8” (20 cm)  
Human Hair: Dark, Medium, Medium Light, Gray  
Small Head

BRITNEY  
MMSUMLL  
8”-12” (20-30 cm)  
Mixed Human Medium Hair  
Medium Head

uniform

ERIKA  
MMSCDMLL  
12”-6” (30-15 cm)  
Human Dark Hair  
Small Head

DIANE  
MMSCDMLL  
12”-6” (30-15 cm)  
Human Medium Light Hair  
Small Head

VIOLA  
MMSCDMLL  
14”-6” (36-15 cm)  
Human Dark Hair  
Medium Head

increase

BRIDGETTE MARIE  
MMMSCMLM  
14”-6” (36-15 cm)  
Human Medium Light Hair  
Medium Head

ROXANNE  
MMMSCMLM  
14”-6” (36-15 cm)  
Human Dark Hair  
Medium Head

JOSEPHINE  
MMMSCMLM  
16”-12” (41-30 cm)  
Human Medium Dark Hair  
Medium Head

COLOR QUADRANT  
MMSUZZLL-4P  
8” (20 cm)  
Human Hair: Dark, Medium, Medium Light, Gray  
Small Head

BRITNEY  
MMSUMLL  
8”-12” (20-30 cm)  
Mixed Human Medium Hair  
Medium Head

Irene

Irene  
MMMIIDML  
8”-14” (20-36 cm)  
Human Medium Dark Hair  
Medium Head

SARAH  
MMSUMLL  
Mixed 8” & 10” (20 & 25 cm)  
Human Dark Hair  
Medium Head

NADINE  
MWSUCLXL  
Mixed 8” & 10” (20 & 25 cm)  
Human Dark Hair  
Medium Head

SARAH  
MMSUMLL  
Mixed 8” & 10” (20 & 25 cm)  
Tightly Curled Human Dark Hair  
Small Head

uniform

ERIKA  
MMSCDMLL  
12”-6” (30-15 cm)  
Human Dark Hair  
Small Head

DIANE  
MMSCDMLL  
12”-6” (30-15 cm)  
Human Medium Light Hair  
Small Head

VIOLA  
MMSCDMLL  
14”-6” (36-15 cm)  
Human Dark Hair  
Medium Head

increase

BRIDGETTE MARIE  
MMMSCMLM  
14”-6” (36-15 cm)  
Human Medium Light Hair  
Medium Head

ROXANNE  
MMMSCMLM  
14”-6” (36-15 cm)  
Human Dark Hair  
Medium Head

JOSEPHINE  
MMMSCMLM  
16”-12” (41-30 cm)  
Human Medium Dark Hair  
Medium Head

COLOR QUADRANT  
MMSUZZLL-4P  
8” (20 cm)  
Human Hair: Dark, Medium, Medium Light, Gray  
Small Head

BRITNEY  
MMSUMLL  
Mixed 8” & 10” (20 & 25 cm)  
Tightly Curled Human Dark Hair  
Small Head

Slight variance in lengths will occur due to hand implantation.

Slight variance in lengths will occur due to hand implantation.
SAMUEL
MEN'S
8"-6" (20-15 cm)
Human Dark Hair
Medium Head

SAMUEL WITH BEARD
MEN'S
8"-6" (20-15 cm) & 5" (13 cm) Beard
Human Dark Hair
Medium Head

NAPE
MEN'S
5" (13 cm)
Human Dark Hair

MENS MULTI-USE
HEADFORM PLAIN
HLM00001

All-Purpose Mannequins Hair

Graduated
Uniform

Slight variance in lengths will occur due to hand implantation.
HAIR SNAP CAP

Snap Cap™

THE ALL-NEW SNAP CAP.
ONE HEADFORM, ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES...

Whether perfecting your cutting, colouring, texture or finishing techniques, the internationally patented Snap Cap™ gives you the highest quality hair you’ve come to expect from Pivot Point International. Snap Cap is a space-saving, detachable hair training tool. It’s available in a wide range of lengths and textures and uses 100% human hair.

Snap Cap utilizes ABS-recyclable material, eliminating the use of traditional mannequins and reducing waste in landfills.

100% human hair
Detachable hair
ABS-recyclable material
Key lock system

*Cap #SC2-FMMCSXLL-XLR: V is a mixture of human and bio-hair.
HAIR SNAP CAP

**CHLOE**
SC2-FMMSCCEL-UW
6”-8” (15-20 cm)
Human Medium Dark Hair
Medium Head

**CLARISSE**
SC2-FMMSCCEL-UW
6”-10” (15-25 cm)
Mixed Human Medium Dark Hair
Medium Head

**CELIA**
SC2-FMMSCCEL-XL-4V
20”-22” (51-56 cm)
Extra Long, 55% Human/50% Bio-Hair Medium Dark Hair
Medium Head

**CLAIRE**
SC2-FMM]!='6
8”-14” (20-36 cm)
Human Medium Dark Hair
Medium Head

**CRYSTAL**
SC2-FMMUIDLD-20C
Mixed 8” & 10” (10 & 25 cm)
Curled Human Dark Hair
Medium Head

**CHARLENE**
SC2-FMMUDDLD-TC
Mixed 8” & 10” (20 & 25 cm)
Tightly Curled Human Dark Hair
Medium Head

**CYBIL**
SC2-FMMUZZML-4P
8” (20 cm)
Human Hair: Dark, Medium, Medium Light, Gray
Medium Head

**SNAP CAP HAIR**

**FULL SOLID**

**FULL UNIFORM**

**FULL INCREASE**

**FULL UNIFORM COLOR QUADRANT**

Slight variance in lengths will occur due to hand implantation.
EDUCATIONALLY INSPIRED, ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS

Slight variance in lengths will occur due to hand implantation.

headforms

SILHOUETTE UNIFORM
SC2-LMMUIDL-V
6"-10" (15-25 cm)
Mixed Human Medium Dark Hair
Medium Head

SILHOUETTE 2-PART TIGHTLY CURLED UNIFORM
SC2-LMMUIDLD-TC
6"-10" (15-25 cm)
Mixed Human Dark Hair
Medium Head

LADIES ABS HEADFORM LIGHT
SC2-HMM0000L-ABS

LADIES ABS HEADFORM DARK
SC2-HMM0000D-ABS

PLAIN CAP
SC2-CAP

RECTANGLE SOLID
SC2-RMMSCDML
16"-8" (41-20 cm)
Human Dark Hair
Medium Head

RECTANGLE INCREASE
SC2-RMMIIDML
8"-14" (20-36 cm)
Human Medium Dark Hair
Medium Head

silhouette uniform

Slight variance in lengths will occur due to hand implantation.
Exclusive Medium for Award-Winning Designs

Competition mannequins provide serious competitors an exclusive medium for award-winning designs. All competition mannequins are human hair, natural hair, or a combination of both, ideal for color creations to dynamically bring designs to center stage.

SOPHIA
MSMAGHCT
12”-8” (30-20 cm)
Coat White Hair
Medium Head

ALICIA
MSMZZZCT
12”-8” (30-20 cm)
Human Light, Ultra-Light & Coat White Hair
Medium Head

DIANA
MSMSCLCL-XLLW
22”-12” (56-30 cm)
Human Medium Light Hair
Medium Head

INGRID
MSMIZZCT-LW
10”-16” (25-41 cm)
Human Light, Ultra-Light & Goat White Hair
Medium Head

NATALIA
MSMZDZCT-LW
14”-20” (36-51 cm)
Human Medium Hair
Medium Head

Slight variance in lengths will occur due to hand implantation.
HAIR COMPETITION MANNEQUINS

graduated

Tony
MFLGDBCL
6”-5” (15-13 cm) & 5” (13 cm) Beard
Human Black Hair
Large Head

Antonio
MFLGODCL
6”-5” (15-12 cm) Beard
Human Dark Hair
Large Head

Toshio
MFLGDBCL
6”-5” (15-12 cm) Beard
Human Black Hair
Large Head

Lucas
MFLGODCL
8”-5” (20-12 cm) Goat White Hair
Large Head

Johann Beard
MFLGODCL-BR
6”-5” (15-13 cm) & 5” (13 cm) Beard
Goat White Hair
Large Head

Giovanni
MFLGODCL-BK
6”-5” (15-13 cm) & 5” (13 cm) Beard
Human Dark Hair
Large Head

Julio
MFLGDBCL
6”-5” (15-13 cm) & 5” (13 cm) Beard
Human Black Hair
Large Head

Organisation Mondiale Coiffure Hairworld
WorldSkills International
WorldSkills Europe

Slight variance in lengths will occur due to hand implantation.

“Simply the best quality. Pivot Point makes the ONLY mannequin I’ll work on.”
– Joakim Roos,
Global Educator, Pivot Point International
Multiple Gold Medal Champion & Competition Trainer

800-886-4247
PIVOTPOINTSHOP.COM
## Hair Swatches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hair Swatches Kit</th>
<th>HS-70</th>
<th>HAIR SWATCH KIT 70 PC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dark Gray Swatch</td>
<td>HS-12DC</td>
<td>12 Pcs. Human &amp; Goat Hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Swatch</td>
<td>HS-12D</td>
<td>12 Pcs. Human Hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Dark Swatch</td>
<td>HS-12MD</td>
<td>12 Pcs. Human Hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Swatch</td>
<td>HS-12M</td>
<td>12 Pcs. Human Hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Swatch</td>
<td>HS-12L</td>
<td>12 Pcs. Human Hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Swatch</td>
<td>HS-12W</td>
<td>12 Pcs. Coat Hair</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Hair Wefts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hair Weft Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sewn Long Dark Hair Weft</td>
<td>HW-C9510 20” x 12” (50 x 30 cm) Human Hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia White Goat Hair Weft</td>
<td>HW-CW3050 12” x 20” (30 x 50 cm) Goat Hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Short Light, Ultra-Light, White Hair Weft</td>
<td>HW-ZZ2050 9” x 14” (20 x 35 cm) Human &amp; Goat Hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Long Light, Ultra-Light, White Hair Weft</td>
<td>HW-ZZ5050 20” x 20” (50 x 50 cm) Human &amp; Goat Hair</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Padding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Padding Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brown Cone Padding</td>
<td>SB-BRNCNE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown Crescent Padding</td>
<td>SB-BRNCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown Oblong Padding</td>
<td>SB-BRNOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blond Cone Padding</td>
<td>SB-BLNCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blond Crescent Padding</td>
<td>SB-BLNCNE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blond Oblong Padding</td>
<td>SB-BLNOBL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hair design depends on the artist’s vision, and the tools needed to carry out that vision. We’ve been helping hairdressing professionals hone their craft for more than 50 years, using our knowledge of the marketplace and ever-changing technologies to develop superior design instruments.

Pivot Point tools are created by designers, for designers. All our products are carefully engineered to achieve optimum results and are thoroughly tested by students, educators and salon professionals in our corporate academies, student salons and spas. Quality and durability are always at the forefront.

Our experience helps us fine-tune and continually innovate to make or select the best tools available in the industry, forwarding the visions of tomorrow’s artists.
MATSUZAKI SHEARS
ONE OF THE FINEST SHEARS AVAILABLE IN THE BEAUTY INDUSTRY

Any hairdresser can tell you what they want in shears: Comfortable, sharp, and lasting. That’s what Matsuzaki knows how to deliver.

What started as a medical instrument company in 1898, Matteck Matsuzaki Co., Ltd. has a true understanding of what it means to perform a delicate art. Now, three generations later, this Japanese family-owned company has evolved over time to produce high-precision, quality instruments—now the finest shears available in the beauty industry.

As one of the finest shears available in the beauty industry, these high-end Matsuzaki shears are artfully crafted for comfort and precision cutting. Long-lasting durability ensures high-quality performance for professional use.

“Leo’s innovative and heartfelt advice has been a strong motivation behind our attitude in creating shears filled with pride and passion.”
– Kunihoko Matsuzaki, President, Matsuzaki Co., Ltd.

5.5” MATSUZAKI 6-STAR CUTTING SHEARS
135MVDS550D6
- Cool-headed black-titanium coating
- Shippo porcelain tension screw
- Four plate springs to absorb shock waves

5.25” MATSUZAKI 5-STAR CUTTING SHEARS
135MLDS525D5
- Cobalt convex, high-grade steel blades
- Shippo porcelain tension screw
- Four plate springs to absorb shock waves
- Designed for comfortable usage

5.5” MATSUZAKI 4-STAR CUTTING SHEARS
135MVDS550D
- High-quality, anti-corrosive stainless steel convex blades
- Ball bearing pivot joint for a smooth feel
- Adjustable ratchet tension system for perfect alignment

6” MATSUZAKI 4-STAR TEXTURIZING SHEARS
135MVDR6030
- Reverse-type thinning shears
- 30 thinning blades
- Cutting ratio of 30%
- Strong point of stability

“Japanese steel, the highest carbon content of 400C series stainless steel”

“Special anti-corrosive steel blend”

“Blade shape is designed for maximum cutting power”

“Sharpened at an acute angle ensures the most precise cut available”

“Easy-to-move tension screw”

“LIFETIME WARRANTY”

**Only Matsuzaki 2-star

*A lifetime warranty against manufacturer’s defect

**Only Matsuzaki 2-star
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matsuzaki

- Matsuzaki for Pivot Point custom-designed shears
- Heavy-duty shears that stand up to demands of student salon
- Long-lasting high-quality shears perform through school and beyond
- 5.5” cutting and 6” taper shears

shinzu shears

- Innovative handle combined with the ShearFit™ finger-fitting system offer the professional stylist the only true ergonomically designed shears in the world today.
- Only the ShearFit™ finger-fitting system allows Shark Fin shears to be custom-fitted to the stylist’s own exact thumb and ring finger diameter for perfect control, comfort and a relaxed grip.
- Includes oil tube for daily and weekly lubrication

shark fin set

- Stainless steel blade
- 1-Piece handle
- Blade guard
- Cling-free design
- Platinum-hardened and coated cutting blades with special Teflon resin for maximum smoothness and frictionless cutting
- Lightweight stainless steel hairdresser for styling
- Safety lock and removable blade
- Built-in razor
- Blade removes easily to use as comb

razors & replacement blades

- Molded ergonomic handle
- Stainless steel cutting edge
- Blade included
PIVOT POINT’S BOHN COMBS

Developed exclusively for Pivot Point and hand-crafted with a special acrylic material to withstand excessive heat without warping or cracking, Bohn Combs are static-free and chemical resistant. Their quality design and smooth, round teeth won’t catch or rip hair, ensuring hair designers create the looks that satisfy clients.

Hand-crafted of special acrylic material to withstand excessive heat without warping or cracking

“*It instantly became one of my favorites for updos and natural-finish looks I’ve won many gold medals using it. No other comb creates the depth and texture needed for my winning styles with such ease and speed.*”

– William De Ridder, hairdressing champion and award-winning owner of the Academy William De Ridder International, Bruges, Belgium

bohn combs & bohn comb set
graphite combs & graphite set

- Made in Italy
- 6 versatile styles and sizes to meet any designing need
- Precision design ensures snag-free combing with penetrating teeth to section hair easily
- Made of durable graphite and resin composite, combs are chemical-resistant and static-free

combs

Precision and innovation
Specially designed tooth for easy parting
Projection angles (45°, 67.5° & 90°) printed directly on comb for checking design lines
Movable pins allow for precise length control
Creates perfect cuts more efficiently
New line of brushes specifically designed for hair designers to deliver high-quality performance styling:
- One-piece, tapered handles designed without seams to avoid snagging hair
- Soft-touch coating fits comfortably within hand
- Textured finger grip allows for maximum control while styling

**Round Brushes:**
- Ceramic barrel with ionic coating evenly distributes heat for shiny hair
- Heat-resistant nylon bristles produce maximum volume and shape
- Available in three sizes (measured bristle-to-bristle)
  - Medium | 2” (5 cm)
  - Large | 2.375” (6 cm)
  - Extra-Large | 2.875” (7.3 cm)

**Cushion Brush:**
- Gentle boar and nylon bristle mix
- Ideal for dangling, smoothing and finishing
- Helps spread natural oils throughout hair

**Paddle Brush:**
- Perfect for all hair lengths and types
- Heat-resistant ball-tip bristles are ideal for smoothing and finishing

**5-piece brush set**
- Medium Round Brush CHT4GRP-MED
- Large Round Brush CHT4GRP-LGE
- Extra-Large Round Brush CHT4GRP-XLGE
- Cushion Brush CHT4GRP-CSH
- Paddle Brush CHT4GRP-PDL
One size does not fit all and in the case of rollers, Pivot Point knows that one shape does not fit all either. Our founder, Leo Passage, was one of the first hair designers to bring a new roller design to the industry with the cone-shaped roller, or what we now call the curvature roller.

He used the new roller design to help him win nearly 100 hair competitions and create designs on clients in his own salon. Since then, curvature rollers have become a must-have design tool for serious competitors and designers.
POWER. PERFORMANCE. EDUCATION.

Pivot Point’s selection of electrical tools is the hidden power behind great hair designers. All our blow dryers, irons and clippers are ergonomically correct, lightweight, quiet and geared for optimal performance for stylists at every level.

Don’t forget, we’ve put these tools to the test. Professional hair designers and students across the nation use every item we carry to ensure it will stand up to heavy use in the salon, school or on the road.

In addition to offering high-performance tools, we take an extra step by customizing our electrical kits to align with Pivot Point education. For example, our deluxe student kit features tools with innovative nano titanium technology for faster, gentler and super-shiny finishes. Our kits also include care and maintenance guides to ensure the long life of each product.

1600-WATT TOURMALINE IONIC BLOW DRYER
CHT-PPRM06
A stellar combination of power, speed and design offers both heavy-duty performance and lightweight ergonomic handling.
• Ionic generator for conditioned, shiny and healthy hair
• Powerful airflow for fast drying
• 2 concentrator nozzles
• Diffuser
• Freeze shot for setting style
• 2 speed settings and 3 heat settings
• Salon-length, 6’ cord with hanging loop
• 1600W long-life AC motor
• Removable rear grille for easy cleaning
• 2-year warranty against manufacturer’s defects

1” TOURMALINE TITANIUM FLAT IRON
CHT-PPRM17
• Tourmaline titanium-coated black plates
• Heats up to 450°F
• 10’, 360° swivel cord
• 60-minute auto shut-off
• 2-year warranty against manufacturer’s defects

1” TOURMALINE TITANIUM MARCEL IRON
CHT-PPRM09
• Tourmaline titanium-coated black barrel
• Soft-touch handles
• Heats from 200°- 410°F
• 10’, 360° swivel cord
• 60-minute auto shut-off
• 2-year warranty against manufacturer’s defects

BLOWER PICK ATTACHMENT
2590
Concentrators
Diffuser

ELECTRICAL TOOLS

PIVOTPOINTSHOP.COM
**TOOLS ELECTRICAL**

### 1/2" Hot Tools Marcel Iron

- Locking/unlocking Marcel handle with TouchGuard™ safety feature
- Patented Pulse Technology® for Gets Hot...Stays Hot™ performance
- Temperatures up to 430° F (220° C)
- Variable heat settings with built-in rheostat control
- Fast heat-up
- Soft-Grip™ textured handle
- 8’ heavy-duty tangle-proof swivel cord
- On/off switch

### WAHL CLIPPER AND TRIMMER

- Features the Wahl Taper 2000 Clipper and AC Trimmer
- 6 clipper attachment combs, oil, cleaning brush, instructions, blade guards and storage case
- Soft clipper and trimmer feature
- 8’ professional cord
- Packed in Wahl bag for easy storage
- 1-year limited warranty

### WAHL CLIPPER AND TRIMMER COMBO

- Features the Wahl Taper 2000 Clipper and AC Trimmer
- 6 clipper attachment combs, oil, cleaning brush, instructions, blade guards and storage case
- Soft clipper and trimmer feature
- 8’ professional cord
- Packed in Wahl bag for easy storage
- 1-year limited warranty

### TOURMALINE IONIC BLOW DRYER

- Ionic generator for conditioned, shiny and healthy hair
- Powerful airflow for fast drying
- 2 concentrator nozzles
- Diffuser
- Freeze shot for setting style
- 2 speed settings and 3 heat settings
- Salon-length, 8’ cord with hanging loop
- 1600W long-life AC motor
- Removable rear grille for easy cleaning
- 2-year warranty against manufacturer’s defects

### TOURMALINE TITANIUM 1” FLAT IRON

- Tourmaline Titanium-coated black plates
- Heats up to 450°F
- 10’ 360° swivel cord
- 60-minute auto shutoff
- 2-year warranty against manufacturer’s defects

### TOURMALINE TITANIUM 1” MARCEL CURLING IRON

- Tourmaline titanium-coated black barrel
- Soft-touch handles
- Heats from 200°-410°F
- 10’, 360° swivel cord
- 60-minute auto shutoff
- 2-year warranty against manufacturer’s defects

### TOURMALINE TITANIUM 1” TITANIUM FLAT IRON

- Tourmaline Titanium-coated black plates
- Heats up to 450°F
- 10’, 360° swivel cord
- 60-minute auto shutoff
- 2-year warranty against manufacturer’s defects

### WAHL CLIPPER/TRIMMER COMBO

- Features the Wahl Taper 2000 Clipper and AC Trimmer
- 6 clipper attachment combs, oil, cleaning brush, instructions, blade guards and storage case
- Both clipper and trimmer feature
- 8’ professional cord
- Packed in Wahl bag for easy storage
- 1-year limited warranty

---

**KITS ELECTRICAL**

### ELECTRICAL STYLING KIT

#### TOURMALINE IONIC BLOW DRYER
- Ionic generator for conditioned, shiny and healthy hair
- Powerful airflow for fast drying
- 2 concentrator nozzles
- Diffuser
- Freeze shot for setting style
- 2 speed settings and 3 heat settings
- Salon-length, 8’ cord with hanging loop
- 1600W long-life AC motor
- Removable rear grille for easy cleaning
- 2-year warranty against manufacturer’s defects

#### TOURMALINE TITANIUM 1” FLAT IRON
- Tourmaline Titanium-coated black plates
- Heats up to 450°F
- 10’, 360° swivel cord
- 60-minute auto shutoff
- 2-year warranty against manufacturer’s defects

#### TOURMALINE TITANIUM 1” MARCEL CURLING IRON
- Tourmaline titanium-coated black barrel
- Soft-touch handles
- Heats from 200°-410°F
- 10’, 360° swivel cord
- 60-minute auto shutoff
- 2-year warranty against manufacturer’s defects

#### WAHL CLIPPER/TRIMMER COMBO
- Features the Wahl Taper 2000 Clipper and AC Trimmer
- 6 clipper attachment combs, oil, cleaning brush, instructions, blade guards and storage case
- Both clipper and trimmer feature
- 8’ professional cord
- Packed in Wahl bag for easy storage
- 1-year limited warranty

---

**Items subject to change without notice.**
essentials kit

- Everything students need to get started in cosmetology education (except shears)
- Kit includes all of the essential items packed in a handy Pivot Point bag

Tools

Digital Timer
Razor Hair Shaper
6 C-Clips
Control Clips
Double-Prong 50 Ct. and Single-Prong 50 Ct.
With Clear Bag

ESSENTIALS KIT
ESSENTIALSKIT15

6-Pc. Manicure Kit
Cuticle Pusher, Toenail Clipper, Fingernail Clipper, Manicure Scissors, Cuticle Nipper, Slanted Tweezers & Vinyl Zipper Pouch

Aluminum Spray Bottle
Small Applicator Bottle

6-Ft. Manicure Kit
Cuticle Pusher, Toenail Clipper, Fingernail Clipper, Manicure Scissors, Cuticle Nipper, Slanted Tweezers & Vinyl Zipper Pouch

Color Bowl

6 Cutting Combs
3 Tail II Combs

Teaser/LIFT Comb

2 Large Tint Brushes

Acrylic Mirror

Small Applicator Bottle
WE’VE ADDED A TWIST, OR SHOULD WE SAY, 360° SPIN

A mainstay for any designer, tripods provide foundation, freedom and portability. But, we’ve added a twist, or should we say spin?

Pivot Point created the first, patent-pending, swivel base tripod. Now, designers can spin a tripod base 360° to view their work or share it with an audience without awkward lugging and repositioning. It’s the type of innovation we love: smart, simple and designed to make your life easier.

All Pivot Point tripods are made of heavy-duty materials with telescoping legs that expand to 63” tall and efficiently pack up to fit into specialized tripod duffles. Wherever your career takes you, your tripod can come too!

NEW

Base rotates 360° to view designs from all angles so that you can work in the round without moving around!

Easy-open locking system allows swivel base to rotate or lock in one place

Compatible with most Pivot Point tripods

NEW

BASE ROTATION 360° TO VIEW DESIGNS FROM ALL ANGLES SO THAT YOU CAN WORK IN THE ROUND WITHOUT MOVING AROUND

A mainstay for any designer, tripods provide foundation, freedom and portability. But, we’ve added a twist, or should we say spin?

Pivot Point created the first, patent-pending, swivel base tripod. Now, designers can spin a tripod base 360° to view their work or share it with an audience without awkward lugging and repositioning. It’s the type of innovation we love: smart, simple and designed to make your life easier.

All Pivot Point tripods are made of heavy-duty materials with telescoping legs that expand to 63” tall and efficiently pack up to fit into specialized tripod duffles. Wherever your career takes you, your tripod can come too!

NEW

Base rotates 360° to view designs from all angles so that you can work in the round without moving around!

Easy-open locking system allows swivel base to rotate or lock in one place

Compatible with most Pivot Point tripods

NEW

BASE ROTATION 360° TO VIEW DESIGNS FROM ALL ANGLES SO THAT YOU CAN WORK IN THE ROUND WITHOUT MOVING AROUND
It’s the simple things that make the day easier. That’s why our travel accessories and bags are designed specifically with the stylist in mind. They have been fine-tuned to last over time and stand up to the toughest salon environments.

- Telescoping handle that extends to 14” and 17.5”
- Holds up to 30 lbs.
- Heat-resistant pocket
- Top handle
- Padded laptop interior pocket
- Padded external pocket to hold tech devices
- Heavy-duty, water-resistant material
- Standard travel carry-on size
- Stands upright
- Durable wheels

NEW

LUGGAGE ON WHEELS 58TRSM
23” X 14” X 9”

STYLIST ACCESSORIES & BAGS

OUR PRODUCTS ARE DESIGNED TO GET YOU WHERE YOU NEED TO GO

STYLIST ACCESSORIES & BAGS

TOOLS

STYLIST ACCESSORIES & BAGS

MEDIUM DUFFEL ON WHEELS 57002MD
28” x 15” x 13”

LUGGAGE ON WHEELS 58TRSM
23” X 14” X 9”

PIVOTPOINSHOP.COM

800-886-4247

PIVOTPOINSHOP.COM

800-886-4247
**STYLIST ACCESSORIES & BAGS**

### TOOLS

**SLING BACKPACK**
- 5318
- **Dimensions:** 12" x 19" 
- Features:
  - Top handle
  - 2 external zipper pockets
  - 2 internal heat-resistant pockets

**DRAWSTRING BAG**
- 62349
- **Color:** Black
- Features:
  - 3” messenger strap with padding allows for easy carrying
  - Rubber headphone port, mesh water bottle pocket

**TOOL CADDY**
- 55000
- **Features**:
  - Great for transporting tools and liquid products
  - Built-in handle and shoulder strap
  - Removable bottom compartment stores loose items or cape
  - Drawstring cover protects pockets during travel and inclement weather
  - Pivot Point-branded design on front
  - Padded adjustable straps
  - Heavy-duty, water resistant material
  - 2 external zipper pockets
  - Built-in handle and shoulder strap
  - Removable bottom compartment store loose items or cape
  - Drawstring cover protects pockets during travel and inclement weather
  - Pivot Point-branded design on front

**SHEAR POUCH**
- 58TRPOUCH
- **Features**:
  - Extendable and detachable strap to wear on waist or shoulder
  - Belt loops to wear without strap
  - 6 exterior pockets perfect for holding shears and combs
  - Heavy-duty, water resistant material
  - 2 internal heat-resistant pockets
  - 2 internal heat-resistant pockets

**DRAWSTRING BAG**
- 62349
- **Color:** Black

**STYLIST ACCESSORIES & BAGS**

### capes & aprons

**CAPE**
- PP5519543
- **Color:** Black
- **Features**:
  - 100% nylon
  - Waterproof coating
  - Chemical proof
  - Adjustable neck
  - Lightweight
  - Available with no logo

**APRON**
- PP5519542
- **Color:** Black
- **Features**:
  - 100% nylon
  - Waterproof coating
  - Chemical proof
  - Waist tie
  - Adjustable neck
  - Lightweight
  - Available with no logo

**COMB-OUT CAPE**
- 230
- **Color:** Black
- **Features**:
  - 100% nylon
  - Waterproof coating
  - Chemical proof
  - Adjustable neck
  - Lightweight
  - Available with no logo

**STYLING SHIRT**
- 106-L/XL
- **Color:** Black – L/XL Only
- **Features**:
  - Unisex design
  - Snap front
  - 2 large pockets
  - ¾-length sleeves
  - Knee length
  - Pivot Point logo

**NEW**

- Heavy-duty, water resistant material
- 2 internal heat-resistant pockets
- 2 external zipper pockets
- Drawstring cover protects pockets during travel and inclement weather
- Pivot Point-branded design on front

- 3” messenger strap with padding allows for easy carrying
- Rubber headphone port, mesh water bottle pocket

- Extendable and detachable strap to wear on waist or shoulder
- Belt loops to wear without strap
- 6 exterior pockets perfect for holding shears and combs

- Comfortable nylon
- Velcro closure
- 23” wide x 36” long

- Unisex design
- Snap front
- 2 large pockets
- ¾-length sleeves
- Knee length
- Pivot Point logo

**NEW**

- Top handle
- 2 external zipper pockets
- 2 internal heat-resistant pockets
- Heavy-duty, water resistant material
- 3” messenger strap with padding allows for easy carrying
- Rubber headphone port, mesh water bottle pocket

- Comfortable nylon
- Velcro closure
- 23” wide x 36” long

- Unisex design
- Snap front
- 2 large pockets
- ¾-length sleeves
- Knee length
- Pivot Point logo
A FACE YOU’LL BE DRAWN TO

We’ve made planning your hair designs easier than ever with the introduction of our magnetic sketch heads. Perfect for educators and salon professionals, the heads are made with lifelike proportions, adhere to metal surfaces and are compatible with dry-erase markers so you can use them over and over. Pick from male or female heads.
**Tools Miscellaneous**

- **Color Bowl**
  - PP5110117

- **Color Palette**
  - 051

- **Large Tint Brush**
  - PP5110137
  - Black - 29K

- **Tint Brushes**
  - 29K
  - 10 Pk

- **Tipping Cap & Needle**
  - 201EC

- **Pocket Color Wheel**
  - 501

- **Small Slant Tip Applicator Bottle**
  - PP5110149
  - Slant Tip 5 Oz.

- **Large Applicator Bottle**
  - 300122
  - 8 Oz.

- **Aluminum Spray Bottle**
  - PP5110130

- **Acrylic Mirror**
  - PP5110531

- **Digital Timer**
  - PP5110533

- **Control Clips**
  - PP5110529
  - Double-Prong 50 Ct. & Single-Prong 50 Ct.
  - With Clear Zippered Bag

- **C-Clips**
  - 2025
  - 8 Ct.

- **Safety Goggles**
  - ES-21

**Nails Tools**

- **Manicure Kit**
  - Ideal for manicure and pedicure treatments
  - Easy to clean and sterilize

- **Cuticle Pusher**
- **Toenail Clipper**
- **Fingernail Clipper**
- **Manicure Scissors**
- **Cuticle Nipper**
- **Stained Tweezers**
- **Vinyl Zipper Pouch**

- **6-Pc. Manicure Kit**
  - Cuticle Pusher, Toenail Clipper, Fingernail Clipper, Manicure Scissors, Cuticle Nipper, Stained Tweezers & Vinyl Zipper Pouch

- **Deluxe Practice Hand**
  - Nail-Hand

- **Fingertip Pusher**

- **Toenail Clippers**
  - TM9-5100F

- **Manicure Brush**
  - MV91617
  - Black

- **Finger Bowl**
  - MF90810
  - Black

- **Flexible fingers for lifelike positioning**
- **Perfect for practicing nail care and application**
OUR GUARANTEE

When you shop with Pivot Point, you’re also buying the assurance that we’ll be here if you need us. We stand behind the quality of our products and the prices we charge. If you’re not completely satisfied with your purchase or any part of your experience, just let us know. We are here to help.

RETURN POLICY

Hair Products
Hair may be returned up to 30 days after purchase if in original packaging and original condition. Hair is warranted to the original purchaser for the period of one year from original date of purchase, under normal use and service, against defective material or workmanship. During the warranty period, Pivot Point will replace the hair medium when returned with a copy of the original receipt, a copy or the original of the tag containing the lot number and date, and a letter describing the defect.

Books
Unopened books may be returned up to 30 days after purchase.

Kits
Kits may be returned up to 30 days after purchase if in original packaging and original condition. Any items missing from the kit will not be credited or replaced. If there is a missing item you will be charged a la carte retail price for that item. There will also be a 25% restocking fee for kit returns.

Electrical Products
For products produced by companies other than Pivot Point International, please see the manufacturer warranty information enclosed in the package and contact the manufacturer directly for further information. Pivot Point International is a distributor of these products and will not provide warranty or support for third party products.

Manufacturer’s Defect Policy
Defective goods must be reported and returned for a replacement within the first 30 days from the date of invoice.

Restocking Fees
All returned items are subject to a 25% restocking fee. To ensure prompt and efficient handling of your returns, you must obtain a Return Authorization Number (RA#) from Pivot Point International Customer Support at 800.886.4247. The RA number must appear on the shipping carton, or returns will be refused. Pivot Point is not responsible and will not assume freight charges incurred in the return of items to our warehouse or for reshipping new or replacement items unless goods are deemed damaged due to shipment or originally defective.

OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Pivot Point is not responsible for typographical errors. Pivot Point reserves the right to change the terms and conditions of sale at the Pivot Point Store at any time. All sales at the Pivot Point Store are governed by Illinois law. No Pivot Point employee or agent has the authority to vary any of the Pivot Point Store’s policies or the terms and conditions governing any sale.
EMPOWERING THE WORLD THROUGH EDUCATION

STAY CONNECTED. FOLLOW US.